
Preventing Wildfires



Problem statement

People who are not putting out their campfires when they are done using them.

Campfires that are not put out correctly it causes forest fires.So Wildfires are 
happening more often so people can use the Fire eliminator.



Research/ Fire facts

● 85% of wild fires are caused by humans.
● Buffel grass makes fires burn hotter, higher, and spread faster.
● Ash from fires goes into the water that animals drink and can also end up in 

homes.
● The biggest wild fire was in Russia in 2003 it burned 55 million acers
● The Fire center did not start keeping track of forrest fires until 1983
● Ciggrettes, fireworks, and lighting are big roles in the start of wildfires.
● Kids who play with fire set more the 20,000 fires a year.
● To prevent fires check your local weather and ALWAYS drowned the fire
● ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FORREST FIRES!!!!!!!



Problem and Solution 

Problem: People that leave their fires on or unattended for long periods of time. 

Also nature can be a cause of fires when the temperatures are hot and dry or they 
can be caused from lighting.

Solution: People will use the fire eliminator 9000 that will be at all campsites to 
put out their fires when are done.

Being at all campsites park ranger can refill the water tanks with water for the next 
camper. 

The Fire eliminator 9000 can also be refilled from any rain water that the 
mountains may have.



Materials used

● A 2 litter bottle for water
● Water
● A tin or small area for a fire
● Fire materials (wood)
● Lighter or matches
● Water pump or Fire Eliminator 9000



Testing procedures

Step one. Use a tin for a place for the fire.

 Step two. Light the fire then light it burn for 1 minute and 30 seconds

 Step three. Use a litter of water to extinguish the fire 

Step four. Then use the fire eliminator to extinguish the fire 



First 3 prototypes



The Fire Eliminator 9000-final prototypes 



Test Picture of the Fire Eliminator 900



More test picture of the Fire Eliminator 9000



Fire Tests-Results for final Prototype
Test 1- The fire small was extinguished with no fire left.

Test 2- The fire was not fully extinguished it still had some small abouts of fire 
burning.

Test 3- The fire was fully extinguished

Test 4- The Fire had lots of smoke but was fully put out 

Test 5- The fire was mostly put out but there was still burning sparks

Test 6- The fire was completely out with not traces of smoke



Limitation and Evaluation

Limitation: The Fire Eliminator 9000 will only be at campsites for people to use. 

The water tank will have to be refilled everyday or after so many uses.

Evaluation: When using the Fire Eliminator 9000 you have to make sure you go 
over the entire fire to put it out completely.



Conclusion 

Over all The Fire Eliminator 9000 worked pretty well on both small and medium 
fires. Out of all 6 of the test runs that we preformed it put out 4 of the 6 fires. On 
the 2 fires that it didn’t put out it only left a few of the red sparks but most of the big 
flames where gone. I think a bigger water container would be needed at a 
campsite so you would not have to refill the water container so much. In 
conclusion The Fire Eliminator 9000 would be best to be used on small or medium 
fire. If the fire eliminator was at all the campfires it could cause less fire problems 
and reduce wildfires.



Resources 

● https://www.nifc.gov
● https://www.dffm.az.gov
● https://www.preventionweb.net
● http://www.bia.gov
● http://earth.org
● http://www.nps.gov
● http://www.kvue.com


